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How can perception of the landscape be utilised in the design 
of a resilient rural system in South Kaipara?  
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Location within the Auckland Region Catchment
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Authors own mapping, complied from GIS maps, investigations 6





Farm, Otakanini Topu Incorporation
Farming on steep hills has silted up the stream in the valley

Photos authors own 

Shelly Beach, South Head Kaipara
Curent area of recreation for the community

Farm on lower plains, South Head Kaipara
Farmer freclaiming wetland for production

Farm Race, Otakanini Topu Incorporation
Tyoical farm landscape, sand hills in the background
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Landscapes in England created from the Dutch landscape  perspective 
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William Hodges ‘View in Dusky New Zealand April’ 1773

Sydney Parkinson ‘A larger view (by another Artist) of that celebrated Natural Curiosity, the Perforated Rock in Tolaga Bay in New Zealand’ 1773

Early landscape paintings of New Zealand
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Taranaki dairy farm, c. 1900 showing forest clearing
Photographic albums, prints and negatives (PAColl-0783) Archive:
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand

In 1865 John Kinder photographed ‘The Revd Mr Spencer’s 1865 
Mission station and native village on the Wairoa river,. 
Kinder was an Anglican clergyman who saw spiritual qualities in
the New Zealand bush.

About 20 years after taking his 1865 photograph, Kinder painted this watercolour 
of the same scene. He made the presence of God’s spirit in the New Zealand 

landscape more explicit, adding a rainbow which arches over the 
chapel and lands in a Māori village.
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New Zealand rural landscape transformation 
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Rolling pasture, Balclutha, South Otago
Apse A (2005) Farm Country - Panoramic Photography of Rural New Zealand

Typical New Zealand farming landscape, Waipara District, North Canterbury
Apse A (2005) Farm Country - Panoramic Photography of Rural New Zealand

Traditional ‘tidy’ farming landscapes
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A study in 2001 (Egoz et al, 2001) on landscape perception with conventional farmers and organic farmers pointed out these contrasts. These 
Landscapes are evaluated by mainstream farmers by the degree of hard work that appears in the landscape. Mainstream farming community 
is a culture that has its own codes and frames that are used to articulate social beliefs and attitudes to life and land Therefore “tidy” farming is  
a form of social distinction  "good intentions and social meaning: stewardship, a work ethic, personal pride, contributing to a community. On the 
other hand the perceived natural type of farming is embraced by the those few who choose to farm In this way  - typically organic farmers or other hand the perceived natural type of farming is embraced by the those few who choose to farm In this way  - typically organic farmers or 
‘Lifestylers’, but is not understood or accepted by the tidy conventional farmers. The natural farmers engage in planting native tree species to 
encourage biodiversity but this upsets the tidy conventional  farmers familiarity and sense of place. This ‘tidy’ aesthetic is described by social 
sientist Paul Gobster (1999),  as a characterised static view framed by picturesque conventions, whose purpose was to hide the reality of the 
rural landscape and present it in a socially acceptable way. This has lead to the recognition that what is perceived to look good, according to 
picturesque conventions, may not be good ecologically, whilst what may be good in ecological terms, may not look good when judged by con-
ventional scenic perceptions (Nassauer 1995). 
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Sheep farmland near Fairlie, South Canterbury
Apse A (2005) Farm Country - Panoramic Photography of Rural New Zealand

Dairy Farm, Palmerston North
Apse A (2005) Farm Country - Panoramic Photography of Rural New Zealand

Canterbury Plains, patchwork mosaic
Apse A (2005) Farm Country - Panoramic Photography of Rural New Zealand

Pastures of the Hill Country, sheep and cattle farm, Taumarunui
Apse A (2005) Farm Country - Panoramic Photography of Rural New Zealand

Typical ‘tidy’ New Zealand farming landscapes, sheep, dairy, and cropping.
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The findings from the case studies show that the form of the farming landscapes is driven by the functions that are necessary for production. The findings from the case studies show that the form of the farming landscapes is driven by the functions that are necessary for production. 
Landscapes that are usually perceived as visually appealing to the conventional eye, are usually ecologically poor. The visual appearance of 
the landscape has a major influence on how farmers judge their peers, not just economically but socially.  There is also a very fine line be-
tween  economic and social aspects and they are closely linked. Conventional farmers have codes and cues for economic and social success 
but not ecological success.but not ecological success. The same landscape can be interpreted in a number of ways by different groups and therefore have multiple identi-
ties  and what is said to be socially sustainable (which can be argued) is usually not environmentally sustainable. These findings have been 
utilised in my designs 
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This painting is associated with the clearing of the native 
forests to make farmland. A popular subject matter in 
painting. The bare trunks acted as reminders of what 
had been.
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Landscape Scene Through a Claude Glass ( Cover page -Park G 
(2006) Theatre country : essays on landscape and whenua. Victoria University Press, Wellington)  
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Untouched Heterogeneity Farming Exhaustion
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Sedimentation of Events Measure Cut Divide





Breathless Manuka a Breathless Manuka b

Clearing the Hills a Clearing the Hills b
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Aerial c 1 Aerial c 2

Moving Sands The Great Shift
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Forestry Rotation a

Forestry Rotation b

Lowland Kahikatea

Smothered Lowlands



I have played around with Parks ideas of reading the landscape as a collage of interweaving patterns of ecology and history and personal journey.
I started by making layers of colours, textures, and patterns according to picticular events through history. The resulting image I felt was rather 
automated and disconnected. McCahon refers to the lines being blured between people and nature and the two cannot be separated so I
created a model that interweaved on itself. The model was more successful at communicating my perception of merging patterns in the land-
scape



Sedimentation of Events Sedimentation of Events Model

Sedimentation of Events ModelSedimentation of Events Model





Collage a Collage b

Collage c
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Figures from Roncken P, Rural Landscape Anatomy: Public space and civil yards
in Dutch rural landscapes of the future. Journal of Landscape Architecture / spring 2006 p8-19
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Aerial a Aerial b

Aerial c Aerial b



I began a new form of site mapping from using the altered aerials which was a  way of me communicating how I see the landscape in terms of I began a new form of site mapping from using the altered aerials which was a  way of me communicating how I see the landscape in terms of 
natural and cultural make up. They allowed me to understand the landscape in terms of spatial arrangement.  The natural elements are shown 
in heavy black marks while cultural elements tend to be lighter and scattered among the natural elements This reflects their level of perma-
nence in the landscape. I also learnt that these images appeared to have a highly fragmented mosaic and the natural elements are interrupted 
by the cultural ones. It occurred to me that I could use these images to identify issues and opportunities in the Landscape.by the cultural ones. It occurred to me that I could use these images to identify issues and opportunities in the Landscape. These images are 
of various areas within the catchment. The aerials on page 56 are the template for these images  
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I picked a site in the catchment that had an interesting mix 
of elements including open pasture, horticultural activities, 
reclaimed land, lifestyle blocks, exotic and native vegeta-
tion patches, and fresh and salt water habitats. 
I altered the image as I have previously done, and drew 
my perception of the site as it exists today. 
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The Cultural Elements Cultural and Natural Flows 

I drew the cultural elements and the natural elements 
which I learnt through this exercise are disconnected 
through the middle of the site which is shown in the image 
above. The natural flows in green with the division in red, 
which coincides with the cultural elements. 

So here essentially we have a landscape that contains the So here essentially we have a landscape that contains the 
potential for improved ecological flow but is restricted by 
the human modifications that have been made.
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The Natural Elements
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Tui

Tui - http://www.calicolodge.co.nz/Environmental.htm
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Kereru - http://www.calicolodge.co.nz/Environmental.htm
Spotless Crake - http://www.naturefocus.com.au/catalogue2006.htm

Kereru

Spotless Crake





If I zoom out from the site and the catchment, this map shows where the Tui and Kereru habitat is and how they move across the landscape.
There is a gap between there and my site. This is due to the lack of native vegetation because of pastoral farming.
The Spotless Crake is confined to Raupo swamps and lacks the ability to fly distances to colonise new habitat.
This is again due to farming and its practises which means this habitat is quickly diminishing. 
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Kereru feeding nesting/roosting and movement map 

The landscape from the kereru perspective

The Kereru feeding nesting/roosting and movement maps 
based on their habitat requirements.
The lighter green patches are roosting sites and the darker 
patches are food sources. 

Kereru are found occasionally in this landscape and proba-
bly do not nest here as forest patches are not big enough 
and constant disturbances through human activity .
They would make use of the seasonal food and the taller 
trees to roost in.  

The cross section of the Kereru landscape shows that 
feeding areas are far and few between and that roosting 
typically occurs on higher ground.
The areas that are currently successful in inhabiting The areas that are currently successful in inhabiting 
Kereru, shown in the habitat circles, are areas that have a 
more complex forest structure than other areas, and
with trees at least 6m in height required for roosting  or 
perching. 
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The Spotless Crake feeding, nesting , and movement map

The landscape from the Spotless Crake’s perspective 

The Spotless Crake feeding, nesting , and movement 
map.The lighter cream patches show possible nesting sites 
and the darker patches show feeding areas.
The Spotless Crakes habitat is typically in Raupo swamps. The Spotless Crakes habitat is typically in Raupo swamps. 
They are very shy birds and are rarely seen. Therefore 
they need to be undisturbed to nest, and because they nest 
on the edges of these swamps the happenings of the adja-
cent landscape Is crucial in their success. Unfortunately 
this landscape lacks exclusion of stock to their habitat so 
their potential to use this landscape is greatly diminished. 
The bird also only fly very short distances just above the The bird also only fly very short distances just above the 
grass. This makes it very hard for them to inhabit new 
areas and again unfortunately their habitat has been divid-
ed up the middle by the highway separating their habitat 
into three.

The cross section shows the nesting sites on the higher 
ground and the feeding areas in the swamps.
The left habitat circle shows the ideal nesting site and the 
right habitat circle shows how the highway divides and dis-
turbs their habitat.
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The Tui feeding, nesting and movement map

The landscape from the Tui perspective 

The Tui Feeding, Nesting and Movement Map.
The Tui is common in this landscape and makes use of 
some of the crops that is grown in the area.
However the Tui is a very territorial bird that fights for its 
food and habitat. Therefore it requires larger habitat 
patches and food sources. It also ideally needs trees above patches and food sources. It also ideally needs trees above 
6m to nest in.   

The Tui is a resourceful bird that eats both native and 
exotic species. In the current landscape it makes use  
of the occasional native tree and feijoa orchard when in 
flower. The Tui ideally needs 1 hectare of continuous food 
from its nesting site to ensure successful rearing of their from its nesting site to ensure successful rearing of their 
chicks.
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Spotless Crake’s redesigned ecological structure

Kereru redesigned ecological structure

Tui redesigned ecological structure

The Spotless Crakes Redesigned Ecological Structure.
The habitat is no longer divided into three by the road and with it removed the waterway is no 
longer silted up and is able to flow freely to out to the harbour. The riparian buffer has been 
greatly increased to provide the much needed privacy that they need.

Kereru Ecological Structure. 
This has utilised existing vegetation patches and joined them up to form a consistent flow This has utilised existing vegetation patches and joined them up to form a consistent flow 
through the landscape for them to move and feed.
The complexity of the vegetation structure needs to be increased to encourage nesting in this 
landscape. 

Tui Ecological Structure. 
making use of the riparian food source and large patches of native forest.making use of the riparian food source and large patches of native forest. There are also addi-
tional patches that are already presently utilised for Tui territory.  This map essentially is the 
bones of the ecological network required to for these birds to operate in this area. If this was to 
be used the road network would need altering  because at present it lies in the most ecological-
ly sensitive part. The adjacent properties also would need to be altered to fit around this struc-
ture. 
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There needs to be food sources available throughout the year for birds to feed on.
It’s important  to have  A sufficient mix of flowers, fruits, and foliage available each season to 
assist the chick rearing process. I have used plant species that provides this food throughout 
the seasons shown on these maps.
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Redesigned landscape for the Kereru

Redesigned landscape for the Spotless Crake

Redesigned landscape for the Tui

The Spotless Crake’s habitat has improved with a riparian buffer of at least 40m 
providing the privacy needed for nesting. The habitat is also
continuous allowing for increased movement, this has resulted in a possible 245% 
increase of nesting sites and 200% increase in habitat.

The redesigned landscape for the Kereru has increased the possible nesting or 
roosting rate by 109% and this has been done by improved forest structure and 
flow that has resulted in a 245% increase of feeding area.

TheThe Tui gains the most from this landscape especially with the changes in land 
use. The flax production and the ecological structure has increased the feeding 
area by 313% and the nesting has gone up by possible 558%.
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New Tui landscape  - Flax prodiction

Ripirian planting - New Spotless Crake habitat 74







Kiakiore Creek (aerial courtesy of Auckland Local Government Geographic information (ALGGi)  

My findings from the perception research, perception 
case study, and the perception based bird mapping, has 
equiped me with the tools I need to redesign a resilient 
rural system in South Kaipara using perception. 

I picked a creek in the catchment and its surrounding I picked a creek in the catchment and its surrounding 
landscape. This creek is called Kaikiore which loosely 
translates to rat food (it has been suggested that this 
creek was historically infested with rats which were used 
as a source of food by local Maori settlers). The creek 
now has a mix of open pasture, pine forestry, horticulture, 
wetlands, estuarine systems, and lifestyle blocks.  
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I have then drawn how I perceived the landscape (opposite page) using the aerial manipulation technique.  Again this technique shows the 
natural and cultural make up of the landscape. Through this I have been able to also map bird movement throughout the creek.    



The current Kaikiore Creek from my perception
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I mapped the feeding, nesting, and movements of the Kereru (green), Tui (purple), Spotless Crake (pink) across the creek. 

Bird Mapping of Kaikiore Creek
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Perspective view of bird movements

Spotless Crake

Tui

Kereru
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I separated the bird species 
movements and  experimented with a 
perspective view. This revealed the 
intensities of bird interaction,  the 
higher the bounce in movement 
shows a lack of activity in the 
landscape and the tighter and lower landscape and the tighter and lower 
the bounce indicates sites of feeding 
and nesting. 



Gap anaylsis of bird movments through Kaikiore Creek 
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I analysed the perspective bird 
mappings and did a form of gap 
analysis which is a method that 
identifies a species distribution in 
an area. By doing this I indentified 
areas of low bird activity and 
places where there is clear 
divisions of bird activitdivisions of bird activity.  

Tui

Spotless Crake

Kereru



This identified three main areas. The first area, and most definitely the weakest in terms of ecology, is an open pastoral landscape with little 
vegetation cover with major erosion occurring. The second area is a more intensively farmed space on reclaimed land but also contains sensi-
tive wetland habitats, and the third area is a more structured productive space with several types of land use. 
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I redesigned the ecological layout by how I 
percieve how the landcape should be. 
I have created a riparian edge to the creek 
and its ephemeral tributaries.
Steep slopes have also been planted out to 
protect them from erosion.
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In the first area, the creek loosely runs 
through the middle of it. There is no stock 
exclusion and 95% of the
vegetation you see is pine. Farm roads 
cross the creek 7 times for access as the 
creek  divides a farm in half.  I have used 
this site as a test.

I assessed this landscape through the bird movements 
and not surprisingly this shows that they can function 
well through the landscape. 

Site Plan



Arrows indicate where crossings were

Cross section of new riparian zone 

This design has strengths mostly on the ecological  side 
which include increased habitat for native species, erosion 
control, waterway  protection from farm runoff, creek side 
stabilisation, increased biodiversity and  added ecosystem 
services. However this takes up valuable productive space 
which has social implications such as potential lower 
returns.returns. Another issue is that as the ecological connectivity 
increases, the landscape is disconnected for the farmer. 
The arrows on the right Indicate where current 
connections are that are no longer with this design. 

Studies on rural landscapes conclude that human 
movement and accessibility through the landscape is vital 
in terms of social resilience. The appearance of this 
landscape may also prove challenging to the communitlandscape may also prove challenging to the community.  
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Cross section of current riparian zone 



I tried out several different designs on the same site ,three from the 
utilitarian perspective and 3 from the environmental.
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Area one, Utilitarian Area two, UtilitarianArea one,environmental. Area two, environmental



I also did this for the second site. I changed things such as reclaiming more land,  changing land uses, altering farm layout and increasing ri-
parian areas as well as restoring reclaimed land back to wetland.  There were pros and cons for each perspective. The utilitarian landscape 
maximises production space and is cost affective construct to maintain, it also helps with effective stock and pasture management and move-
ment. Human accessibility is also high. However this comes at a cost to the environment with lack of biodiversity, unprotected  soils and 
stream banks and lack of habitat. 

The environmental perspective had the reverse results. It had the benefit of added ecosystem services and landscape protection, but took 
away from the productive landscape and would be more intensive to maintain. These designs also lacked human connectivity through the site 
and the appearance may not be received well from traditional farming backgrounds. However in terms of a cultural identity with the landscape, 
what does the status quo provide? From the outcomes of these studies, I have generated a list of requirements of what I think  incorporates a 
mix of the two perspectives that would help create a resilient rural system - 

•  Retains productive spaces
•  Increase of biodiversity
••  Symbols and codes of traditional farming landscapes 
•  Re-introduces the indigenous theme
•  Cost effective to produce and maintain
•  Strong ecological and social connections throughout the landscape

I have designed a farm that contains these outcomes.I have designed a farm that contains these outcomes. The new layout of this landscape is an example of what can be achieved when ecologi-
cal themes are mixed with accepted existing landscape perceptions. I actually increased the productive areas by removing the rouge pine and 
privet riparian edge and spaced out the newly planted Pine and Eucalypt plantations  so grazing can occur around the trees. The newly plant-
ed riparian buffers provide habitat and also help stop erosion an farm runoff.  Connectivity has also increased for both native species and for 
the farmer. I have used codes from the tidy farming perspective such as straight lines on the vegetation and the grid layout for the grazing. 
This ensures effective grazing rotations, ease of maintenance but still has a  the tidy look. This design is not sucessfull in terms of its visual ap-
pearance, it does challenge our perception or enlighten our sense of place.  
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New farm designed from a farmers perspective
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Current Landscape
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Redesigned Landscape

There are two main issues with introducing new ideas and themes in the rural landscape. They need to be introduced in a fashion that chal-
lenges people’s perception but at the same time use codes and frames of the familiar. A solution to this would be to introduce new ideas over a 
time period that has a design unfold out over the landscape. Each stage involves the community input because it is interaction between human 
response and ecology that makes up the landscape and gives rise to a distinctive sense of place.  





Pakuratahi, Example of indigenous and productive integration 

I decided to look at landscape patterns of areas that I perceived to have a good integration of cultural and natural features. I came across an 
area called Pakuratahi which is near Upper Hutt. Geoff Park mentioned this area (Park,1995) as it was first admired for its extensive Kahikatea 
forests which were soon felled, opening up the land for settlement. This land is surrounded in native forest which penetrates though the pro-
ductive landscape via the many streams that twist around the farms. I drew my perception of the landscape, the resulting patterns has a 
strangely unique appearance that I have employed in my final designs.  
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New farm mosaic showing ecological connections New farm mosaic showing Social connections





Farm Landscape + 10 Years
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Farm Landscape + 25 Years

Farm Landscape + 35 Years
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View of Lanscape from the main road + 5 Years

View of Lanscape from the main road + 10 Years
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View of Lanscape from the main road - Current



View of Lanscape from the main road + 25 Years
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View of Lanscape from the main road + 35 Years Beyond
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